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affiliated with the Institute of Argumentation, Linguistics and Semiotics (IALS) of USI - Università
della Svizzera italiana, Lugano. I am working as principal investigator on the research project
““Discursive representations, emotive constructions and (new) endoxa of argumentation: A critical
study of media institutions discourses during the migratory crisis in Greece and Italy”. My research
lies at the intersection of Critical Discourse Analysis and Argumentation under the lens of a social
semiotic, systemic functional and multimodal analytical perspective. My current focus is on (social)
media discourses, migration, hate speech and hatred rhetoric, racism and nationalism, protest
discourses and the construction of collective identity/ies, political discourse and populism, and
communication in periods of crisis. I am currently co-editing the thematic issue entitled “Critical
perspectives on migration in discourse and communication” at the open access, peer-reviewed
journal Studies in Communication Sciences (with Jolanta Drzewiecka and Sara Greco). My recent
research appears (among others) in Critical Discourse Studies, Journal of Language and Politics,
Informal Logic, Text & Talk and Social Semiotics.
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